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Abstract

In this short article, I read Vahni (Anthony Ezekiel) Capildeo’s lyric poem ‘Dog orWolf ’

as an illustration of how a poem can encompass the deep time of co-evolution and

speciation (the process whereby species diverge). According to Jonathan Culler, there

is a “special now” of lyric poetry: we encounter any poem in a perpetual present, but

onewith an open temporal horizon.Drawing onDeborahBirdRose’s concept of ethical

time, I suggest that the “gentle howling” of Capildeo’s ambiguous canid, which echoes

Rose’s suggestion that other species call us into being, shows how poetry can also be a

means of marking very deep time.
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For Christmas 1934 Lorine Niedecker presented her fellow poet Louis Zukofsky

with a gift.NextYear or I FlyMyRounds,Tempestuous is an artist’s book,madeby

Niedecker,which transforms amass produced and commonplace calendar into

playful reflection on the inherent difficulty of marking time. Niedecker pasted

over the homilies printed on each page of her 1935 Sunlit Road Calendar and

wrote in her own brief, laconic verses. The first such poem reads (following her

original, handwritten lineation):

Wade all life

backward to its

source which
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runs too far

ahead.

niedecker, 2002: 41

By remaking this tool of everyday timekeeping as a gift, Niedecker asks how

else wemight attend to our place in time. The calendarmakes time disposable,

the pages torn out as weeks pass, while the gift is immutable; where the cal-

endar consumes time, in Next Year … it is composed in a gesture of creative

friendship. As Geneviève Cohen-Cheminet has observed, Niedecker’s poems

hold times “common and future” together—ostensibly meant to be read week

by week, if read in a single sitting (as Zukofsky would no doubt have done)

they offer “a proleptic experience of companionship.” (Cohen-Cheminet, 2016:

np)

‘Wade all life’ foregrounds the peculiar quality of what Jonathan Culler has

called poetry’s “special ‘now’.” (Culler 2015: 226) In a presentation as part of The

OxfordResearchCentre in theHumanities’ conference,TheHumanities inDeep

Time, Kate Rigby observed how creation is not a single moment, but “a contin-

uous calling forth, here and now”—that is, a now that also encompasses other

reaches of time. (Rigby 2022: 253) The same is true of lyric, Culler writes, is in

its presentation of “an iterable now.” (Culler 2015: 294) No matter how old or

familiar, we always encounter a poem in its own present, but within an open

temporal horizon.Weenter amoment that is always visited afresh, but inwhich

we can also revolve or linger, run backwards or ahead.

This temporal horizon can extend into very deep time. As Cohen-Cheminet

notes, the calendar format makes the work “potentially endless”: “an infinite

number of poems stands in reserve.” (Cohen-Cheminet 2016: np) Time spills

its bounds in Next Year …, and this quality of excess makes it a useful starting

point for thinking about how poetry can mark time. Poetry is open in the way

the gift is open: as Lyn Hejinian puts it, “open to the world and particularly to

the reader.” Different times flow through the poem: recursive readings, points

of reference, the play of temporal scales. Where the ‘closed poem’ directs the

reader towards a single reading, the open poem “resists reduction and com-

modification.” (Hejinian 2000: 43)

1935—the year Niedecker’s gift anticipated—was also to be a year of clo-

sures. That year the final images of a Thylacine were filmed in Hobart zoo

(the animal, thought to be the last of its kind, died the following year); 1935

also saw the extinction of, among other species, the Mogollon mountain wolf

and the Southern Rocky Mountain wolf. In thinking about the relationship

between literature and deep time, I’d like to pull these threads together—the

gift, the poem as away of marking time, and extinction—by looking at another
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poem concerned with life’s continuous call to renewal: Vahni (Anthony Eze-

kiel) Capildeo’s ‘Dog orWolf.’

Capildeo’s poem responds to a small bronze figure encountered in the Ash-

molean museum. Ambiguously labelled ‘dog or wolf,’ the figure is one of four-

teen (of humans and animals) discovered in the Apennines in 1800 and made

between 900–780bce. Together they form a scene of armed human figures

confronting a wolf with a lamb in its jaws. Attached to a copper disc, it was a

votive object—a sacrifice made during the Festival of Luperci, to protect the

flock fromwolves andmake them fruitful. The relic was therefore a gift, intend-

ed to secure the immediate future against scarcity. The ambiguous dog/wolf,

however, also speaks to another, more open temporality. The curved tail sug-

gests the softened, puppy-like features of the domesticated dog; the large,

pricked ears, the wildness of the wolf. The figure therefore encompasses the

reach of time in which canis lupus transformed into canis lupus familiaris. dna

studies have suggested that dogs diverged fromwolves at least 27,000 years ago.

(Skoglund 2015) Despite being no more than 3,000 years old, the dog/wolf fig-

ure encompasses the intertwining of species across millennia of evolutionary

time.

Capildeo’s poem interrogates the certainty offered by boundaries, whether

between species or genres. The opening “dog or wolf” is answered by another

pairing, “verse, or prose” (Capildeo 2018, 30); but the poem itself, as Jeremy

Noel-Tod observes, “queries the neat separation of these taxonomic pairs”

by alternating between verse and lineated prose. (Noel-Tod 2018: 211) By its

form, the poem insists that such boundaries are porous or entangled. Both

the dog/wolf bronze figure and Capildeo’s response to it can be understood as

“figures” in Donna Haraway’s sense, “knots in which diverse bodies and mean-

ings coshape one another” rather than representations. (Haraway 2008: 4)They

warn against either fixating upon division or fetishizing thewolf as “the preem-

inent icon of wildness.” (Marris 2017: 64) Rather, they each offer an opening for

“chimerical thinking.” (Haraway 2008: 4)

The poem ‘speaks’ in the voice of dog/wolf as it addresses its human com-

panions:

I choose to sing to the hairless

who silken my path with their killings,

my hills and plains pitted

with cattle and cities and middens.

They reek of nerves, arrogant.

I raise my nose, jubilant.

We crouch, we loom.

capildeo, 2018: 30
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The dog/wolf ’s song is one of competing territorial claims, of hills and plains

transformed into cities and pasture. But it is not straightforwardly antagonis-

tic. (Human incursions “silken my path,” the dog/wolf declares.) Uncertainty

persists as to whether people domesticated wolves or wolves insinuated their

way into human companionship. But as Haraway points out, the emergence

of any natureculture is a collaborative process, “a still ongoing story of co-

evolution”: “domestication is an emergent process of co-habiting, involving

agencies of many sorts.” (Haraway 2003: 29, 30) The ambivalence persists in

the indefinite present tense of “we crouch, we loom.” ‘Crouch’ could refer to

the submissive posture of the dog, or the wolf readying to attack; ‘loom’ to

the predator’s threatening presence or to a weaving together of companion

species.

‘Dog or Wolf ’ illustrates how capacious the ‘lyric now’ can be. Just as, in

Niedeker’s Next Year…, time bothwades backwards and runs ahead, Capildeo’s

dog/wolf figure surveys the multi-millennial process of assembling compan-

ion species—“less a category,” Haraway notes, “than a pointer to an ongoing

‘becoming-with.’ ” (Haraway 2008: 16)AsDeborahBirdRose explains, seen from

the perspective of intergenerational or even evolutionary time, all life is a gift

relationship that must be understood in the context of deep time. Drawing on

JamesHatley’s concept of the “death narrative,” the intergenerational transmis-

sion of memory and tradition through which “one experience’s one’s time as a

gift [and] one in turn offers this gift to those who come after,” Rose posits that

all living things constitute the embodiment of this gifted time. (Hatley in Rose

2012: 130) Both by sequence, as life is handed on from generation to generation,

and by synchrony, as predator ‘receives’ life from prey or genetic material cir-

culates in lateral exchange, all creatures form “dense knots of embodied time.”

(Rose 2012: 131)

Life is a form of poeisis, a mutual making. But this embodied time—or

what Rose calls “ethical time”—is undone by what she calls (borrowing again

from Hatley) “death work”: “a will toward totality [which] refuses the call

of others.” (Rose 2011: 88) Death work is the rupturing of the flow of life’s

gift, prefigured in the “cattle and cities and middens” which crowd Capildeo’s

poem. Habitat loss, industrialised agriculture, pollution, and climate change

are all driving a decline in biodiversity and the potential extinction of up

to a million species by the end of the century. (Diaz 2019) Since the bronze

dog/wolf figure was cast, wolf populations have plummeted worldwide. The

storybecomes a catalogueof local extinctions, anddespite programmes to rein-

troduce wolves to North America, the relationship between human and wolf

remains uneasy. This “unmaking” also closes down the possibilities inherent in

a species lineage;—just as Next Year … stands open to a potentially unlimited
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series of poems, in Rose’s ethical time, any given creature stands at the head of

a wave of countless descendants.

“Death narratives are vocative,” Hatley states, “they call to one’s survivors for

some mode of response”; and “the future, too, may call out to us,” Rose adds.

(Hatley in Rose 2012: 130; Rose, 2011: 95) The dog/wolf ’s “gentle howling” is a

call through embodied time: “an agglomeration of moons tumbles throughmy

glottis,” sounding throughout the long and short ‘o’ sounds scattered through

the poem (dog; wolf; prose; choose; croon; nose; crouch; loom; moon; wound-

ing; sounding). (Capildeo 2018: 30)The dog/wolf ’s call is heard along the entire,

knotted species arc, from its collaborative origins to its precarious (and poten-

tially ruptured) future.

Rose turns to another ambivalent animal to describe the deep time reach of

this “gentle howling.” Canis lupus dingo is both wild and companion species,

loathed by pastoralists but acknowledged by Indigenous Australians as “the

first nonhumanwhoansweredback, camewhencalled.” (Rose 2011: 63)Dingoes

are not domesticated, but since their arrival inAustralia around 5,000 years ago

they have ‘becomewith’ the Indigenous population. Sheep farmers, whose will

to total domination of the landmeans they “refuse the call of others,” will some-

times kill a dingo andmount its corpse on a fence toward away other predators.

(Rose 2011: 88) For Rose, these broken creatures are figures ofWalter Benjamin’s

‘Angel of History’:

I am imagining [the Angel of History] as a wild dog. I hear her howling

with all the complex vocabulary of her kind. She is calling out to try to

find her companions, not only dingoes but humans as well.

rose, 2011: 94

“Westerners face the future; the past is behind,” Rosewrites. By contrast, Indige-

nous Australians “face the source; the image is of generations of people return-

ing to the dreaming”—the continual calling forth of Country into being. (Rose

2004: 152) For Benjamin’s Angel, the past is one long calamity of division; but

the wild dog’s call is to return to the process of perpetual ‘becoming-with’ that

marks all species in embodied time, without which any future is foreclosed.

Creation, as Kate Rigby says, is “a continuous calling forth, here and now.”

This is also the recursive temporality of the ‘lyric now,’ in which the poem

sings into being its own renewal. Poetry can give shape to multispecies knots

as they arewoven, ruptured, andwoven again.With the “macaronic” last line of

Capildeo’s poem, “Good lupo; optimum dog,” the dog/wolf might seem to have

decided in favour of domestication. (Noel-Tod 2018: 212) But themixing of dead

and living languages adds a further temporal twist.
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Capildeo’s ‘Dog or Wolf ’ illustrates how poetry is not merely a vehicle for

pedestrian accounts of deep time. It is, in amore vital sense, amode of enquiry:

one that allows readers to step outside of the presentism that commodifies

time, and approach something thatmore closely resembles the time of the gift.

What Culler calls the “oddity of lyric enunciation” (Culler 2015: 226) is a pro-

found strangeness, capable not only of encompassing very deep time but also

of figuring—giving shape to—the wild dog’s call, to “wade all life / backward

to its / source which / runs too far ahead.”
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